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ABSTRACT
We propose a method to improve the performance of Ran-
dom Forests for classifying short texts interactively. In short
text classification, the principle of learning algorithms is to
build a static model using a training dataset, then to use
this model to classify new texts. Many works concentrate
on improving the representation of the data as a way to build
better models. We intend to tackle the problem in two ways:
first by abstracting data to solve the problem of sparseness,
and second by taking benefit from already classified data
to continuously improve the model. Besides, in order to
alleviate the amount of manual annotation, we propose an
interactive method in which a manual correct annotation is
required only for some misclassified texts, which are then in-
corporated into the training data to build an updated model.
An important challenge is then to determine when to trigger
this operation and how to perform the update. Applied on
the standard search-snippets dataset, our method allowed a
significant improvement.
Keywords
Short Text, Classification, Random Forest, Semantic Ab-
straction, Interactive learning.
1. INTRODUCTION
There is a consensus in the literature that the large amount
of data available poses new challenges to computational meth-
ods whose aim is to extract models from these data in order
to classify new data. The challenge becomes even more dif-
ficult when the aim of the computational method is also to
capture massive information arriving continuously [13, 14,
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11, 7]. We focus on the issue of classifying short texts which
arrive continuously.
Random Forests (RFs) [4] is a powerful classification method
used in many machine learning applications. The result of
a classification by a RF method is a set of decision trees
— the forest —, in which each tree is constructed from in-
dependent and identically distributed random training sam-
ples. The quality of the forest depends both on the strength
of their individual trees and on the correlation between the
trees. Like bagging and boosting, the main aim of RFs is
to improve the performance of a single classifier. Although
such a classification method has proven to be very efficient
in many applications, we are convinced that it can be further
improved. Here, we propose a method to improve the per-
formance of RFs when they are used to classify short texts1
interactively. The aim of our work is to tackle three differ-
ent problems in a single framework. Indeed, we consider the
fact that:
• different words can have a similar meaning and, there-
fore, different features can be considered as belonging
to the same semantic concept — room for improvement
from a semantic point of view ;
• in some practical applications, like the analysis of live
twitter channels, we need to be able to consider data
streams arriving during the classification process. There-
fore, a static method in which the number of examples
in the training set is fixed a priori like in classical RFs
is not suitable — room for improvement from a dy-
namic point of view ;
• in order to alleviate the amount of manual annotation
required, an “expert” may correctly label only a few
misclassified short texts which are then incorporated
into the training data to build an updated model.
The first point contributes both (i) to decrease the unsuit-
able consequences of sparsity when classifying short texts
and (ii) to improve the capacity of a classification method
for capturing the fact that some words can have the same
meaning (or be used in the same context) even if they are
spelled differently. The second point improves the final clas-
sification results in a dynamic setting, i.e., in cases in which
1In the rest of the paper, we will also refer to a “short text”
as a “message”.
new short texts arrive continuously over time. The third
point, instead, allows to consider the advantage provided by
the knowledge of an expert, if available.
To the best of our knowledge, our method is the first RF-
based method proposing such a combined solution to tackle
the aforementioned issues.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We present
some related works in Sections 2 and 3. Our approach is
presented in Section 4. Experimental results as well as an
analysis of the obtained results are presented in Section 5.
Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.
2. TRAINING DATA PREPROCESSING
The quality of the training data has a direct impact on
the built model. Many works on short text classification
proposed several methods to transform texts before going
into the construction of the model. One of the most com-
mon techniques for text transformation is enrichment, Phan
et al. [10] propose to use Latent Dirichelet Allocation (LDA)
to generate several clusters of words (topics) from a set of
external documents, and then to add the words in these
topics to the texts in the training dataset based on the se-
mantic links between the words in the texts and the words
in the topics. In a similar way, Vo and Ock [19], multiply
the sources of external documents to better enrich scientific
document titles. In a previous work [3], we proposed a two-
level enrichment method which, on the one hand, adds to
short texts words from topics generated with LDA and, on
the other hand, adds words from topics according to the
similarities between the topics and the texts as whole en-
tities. Another text transformation technique is feature se-
lection This method is used by Sun [18] for selecting, from
each text to be classified, a set of few “important” words
which are then used to search similar elements in a set of
labeled texts. Sriram et al. [17] filter features from tweets
and preserve only the features related to specific predefined
domains. A third transformation technique is feature ab-
straction, which is about replacing current text features by
more generic ones. Yang et al. [20] map text words to topics
generated by LDA. They determine the importance of each
topic in each text representation through the importance of
the mapped words in the text. Selvescu et al. [15] work on
the abstraction of complex features obtained from the com-
bination of existing features. Their goal is to reduce the size
of the text representation and to build simplified models.
3. LEARNING A DYNAMIC MODEL
There are many approaches to build dynamic models.
Sarawagi and Bhamidipaty [12], for example, present the
active learning method, whose idea is to start with an ini-
tial model built based on a small set of labeled data, then to
rebuild it after adding suitable instances from a large pool
of unlabeled data. Active learning has been widely used in
text classification. Silva and Ribeiro [13] propose to combine
active learning with background knowledge to classify texts
with the Support Vector Machine (SVM) [6]. In [14], the
same authors present an incremental classification method
based on active learning. The selection of data to be added
to the training set is determined by a confidence factor linked
to the SVM margin and computed heuristically.
Another known approach is on-line learning, which is about
building a classification model incrementally. On-line learn-
Figure 1: IGLM approach.
ing is very useful for cases where real time construction of
the model is required. Saffari et al. [11] present the on-line
RF: they first use on-line bagging, introduced by Osa [8].
Then they iteratively build tree models respecting some pre-
defined conditions. The last step of on-line RF is to remove
regularly some trees from the forest to guarantee the adapt-
ability of the model. Domingos and Hulten [7] focus on
the problem of mining high speed data streams. They pro-
pose an algorithm to build online trees based on Hoeffding
bounds. This work is extended by Phahringer et al. [9],
where the tree built can have several outputs and a major-
ity vote determines which one is considered. This is a good
compromise between RF and the Hoeffding-based tree pro-
posed by Domingos. Another online algorithm to build RF
is described by Abdusalam [1]. His algorithm is also based
on Hoeffding bounds and a tree branch pruning method.
Some other online methods are gathered by Bifet [2].
4. IGLM: OUR NEW APPROACH
This section details our IGLM method (Figure 1). The
main idea is, first, to build an initial classification model
from an initial training dataset. Then, as long as new data
arrives/becomes available, an algorithm decides whether to
keep the current classification model or to update it. This
decision is based on the quality and quantity of the new data.
We want to consider the possibility of allowing an expert to
manually annotate misclassified short texts in order to inter-
actively improve the quality of the learning data. We have
been inspired by the way in which Domingos and colleagues
use the Hoeffding bound [7] to decide the quantity of data
necessary in the training set to choose iteratively the (best)
root test node . Here, instead, we use the Hoeffding bound
to decide exactly how many examples are necessary for im-
proving the quality of the forest. As stated above, the data
we are working with is a list of short texts. To improve the
quality, the classification step is preceded by a preprocessing
step which performs feature abstraction (features being the
words of the short texts).
4.1 Feature Abstraction
Data are classically organized into a matrix, whose rows
are the different short texts and whose columns are all the
words chosen carefully from short texts (after lemmatiza-
tion and stop word elimination, for instance). Previous
works [10, 20, 16] showed that such kind of representation is
not sufficient to build a robust classification model for short
texts, mainly owing to the resulting sparseness. Some au-
thors, like Yang and colleagues [20], propose a solution to
overcome this limitation, in particular by reducing the size
of the representative matrix by combining lexical (weight-
ing word method) and semantic features (topics generated
from background knowledge). We propose here a similar
approach, which reduces the number of columns of the rep-
resentative matrix. Our proposal is grounded on the method
used for feature abstraction. Here, by feature abstraction, we
mean grouping the words that are semantically close into a
set. Each word in the short texts is then replaced by the
most representative word of its set. Thanks to this feature
abstraction, a short text set can be represented by a much
smaller matrix. More precisely, if M(m×n) is the represen-
tative matrix before abstraction, the representative matrix
after abstraction will be M′(m×l) where l < n. The trans-
formation from M to M′ uses a mapping matrix M′′(n×l) in
which columns correspond to topics and rows correspond to
words:
M′(m×l) = M(m×n) ·M′′(n×l), (1)
where n is the size of the feature space before abstraction,
and l is the size of the feature space after abstraction.
To define a set of abstracted words that are used for rep-
resenting short texts, a large scale of external documents se-
mantically close to the training dataset is collected. LDA [10]
is then applied to this set of documents in order to generate
the groups of words — the topics. LDA is a topic model
technique which generates a set of meaningful topics from
documents. It considers a topic as a probability distribu-
tion over words and a document as a probabilistic mixture
of topics. Each word in a topic has a weight representing
its importance in that topic. We consider the word having
the highest weight in a topic as the representative word of
this topic. It will be used to abstract all the other words
belonging to the same topic. The short texts of the dataset
are then “abstracted” by replacing each word in the short
text by its representative.
4.2 Condition for classification model update
An initial classification model is based on the training set
of the short texts obtained after the feature abstraction step.
In this section, we will explain how this model is updated
when new short texts are received. This step is the most im-
portant in IGLM. Indeed, it decides when to update the cur-
rent model by determining the optimal number of examples
to add to the training set. The main idea behind this step is
to only add to the training set the new short texts that will
enrich the training set with the most valuable new informa-
tion. More precisely, when a new short text is classified by
the current model, either it is assigned to the correct class
and we consider that the current model (and then the train-
ing set) is valid enough, or it is assigned to a wrong class,
and in this case, we consider that the model (and then the
training set) may need to be updated. The decision whether
the classification is correct or not is made interactively by
the user. When the classification of a short text fails, the
algorithm adds a row to the representative matrix to inte-
grate the misclassified short text. Notice that we decided to
update the model only by the misclassified texts in order to
keep a low correlation between the RF trees. Indeed, adding
well classified texts would introduce redundant information
in the model which might result in correlated trees and thus
a decrease of the overall RF performance. The algorithm
then calculates the difference between the sum of the infor-
mation gain of all features in the new matrix and the sum of
the information gain of all feature in the matrix of the pre-
vious update. To illustrate the idea, let us consider a matrix
M(m×l′) and its updated version, M(m+k×l′), after k mis-
classified texts. The overall information gain corresponding
to M(m×l′) and M(m+k×l′) respectively is given by the sum










where Gain refers to Information Gain (IG). The IG of a
feature Fi in a given training set can be computed thanks
to the entropy measure: the lower the entropy is, the higher
IG of Fi is and the more releveant Fi is.
Let ∆, the quantified difference in terms of absolute value
between the old and the new data, can be defined as follows:
∆ = |SumGain(M(m+k×l′))− SumGain(M(m×l′))|. (4)
The gap between information provided by old data and new
data is considered large enough to update the classification
model if the difference ∆ is greater than , where  is com-
puted thanks to the Hoeffding bound. The Hoeffding bound
allows us to answer the question: “how many iterations do
we need to update our model?” Let us consider a real ran-
dom variable r with range R. For n observations of r, with
mean value r¯, the Hoeffding bound states that, with proba-
bility 1− δ, the true mean of r is at least r¯ − , where
 =
√




One property of the Hoeffding bound shown in [7], is that
k new messages into the matrix are enough to update the
classification model if the difference between the best fea-
ture and the second best feature is greater than . In our
particular case of short text classification we take into con-
sideration the information brought by all the features. The
update will be therefore when ∆ > . The range R is log c, c
being the number of classes and N the number of short texts
in the training set, increasing with new messages arriving.
4.3 Model adaptation
As explained in the previous step, if the Hoeffding bound
condition is verified after a misclassified short text is found,
the algorithm triggers the model adaptation, which updates
the classification model to consider the added data. Our up-
date algorithm drops old trees and replaces them with new
ones as follows: the efficiency of each tree is calculated sepa-
rately by computing its accuracy on a short text sample test
set. Trees are sorted and the z worst of them are removed
from the model and z new trees are built based on the bag-
ging and the random feature selection (RFS) principles. The
value z is the same for all the updates:
z = 0.1× total number of trees, (6)
where the 0.1 factor has been determined empirically. Bag-
ging and RFS are two methods which generate diversity and
randomness in RF. Bagging is a selection with repetition of
sample subsets from the training set, each subset is used to
build a tree. RFS is a selection without repetition of feature
subsets from the feature space to build a node in a tree.
5. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
5.1 Experimental Dataset
The validation of IGLM was done using the search-snippets
dataset, built by Phan [10]. This dataset contains two parts:
• Short texts corpus: short texts are the top 20 to 30
replies given by the Google search engine to different
queries. They are obtained after the processing of an
URL, a title and a short description. Each short text
is afterwards assigned to a class determined by the
query submitted to obtain it. The whole process led
to a corpus of 8 categories, divided each into a training
and test set.
• Universal dataset : this is a big set of documents col-
lected from the Wikipedia encyclopedia. It is obtained
after submitting queries to Wikipedia with some spe-
cific keywords. After the application of LDA on these
documents, Phan obtained 200 topics containing each
200 words. These topics were used as input of our
abstraction process.
5.2 Experimental Protocol
In order to evaluate the contribution of interactive learn-
ing strategy IGLM, we have modified the standard setting
of search-snippets dataset. Indeed, we have split the test set
into two sets: one we will call the update set which will be
used to simulate streamed short texts as if learning an adap-
tive model from a live microblog (as Twitter), and the other,
we will call the true test set against which the model is in-
deed evaluated. We thus define the following experimental
protocol summarized in Figure 2:
• The training set is the one defined in the original search-
snippets setting. We apply the abstraction process on
these training data then build an initial RF 2. This
process represents the first iteration of IGLM.
To build this initial RF, we used the Gini criterion
for partitioning data. We set the number of randomly
selected features used for each node construction to
the square root of the total number of features. We
used also the bagging process and the default values of
the scikit learn library for the remaining RF parame-
ters. Our tests with different values of these parame-
ters didn’t change the outcome of our algorithms.
• Short texts in the update set will be classified by the
already built model. Each time a number of them is
misclassified and the update condition is satisfied, a
new model is built to replace the current one. Each
update is considered as an iteration. The true test set
will be used to evaluate the updated models.
• The splitting of the original test set into an update set
and a true test set is randomly repeated 4 times. We
obtain 4 different benchmarks: D1, D2, D3, and D4.
2We use the library ”Scikit Learn”: http://scikit-learn.org
to build the Random Forest
Figure 2: Experimental protocol.
• For each experimental setup, IGLM was run twice on
each of these 4 benchmarks: for each benchmark, the
first run is done for a RF of 10 trees and with replace-
ment of one tree at each iteration (cf. Figure 2-a, 2-b,
2-c, 2-d, and 2-e); the second run is done for a RF
of 100 trees and with replacement of 10 trees at each
iteration (cf. Figures 2-a’ to 2-e’, and Formula 6).
• To validate the different steps of the IGLM, the first
experimental setup considers updating the model after
a fixed number of misclassified short texts. In this first
experimental setup, we set this number to 100. The
adaptation has been applied as a first step without ap-
plying the abstraction (cf. Figure 2-c, 2-c’) and as a
second step after applying data abstraction (cf. Fig-
ure 2-d and 2-d’). This allows us to determine the im-
provement obtained by each of the two processes. In
the second experimental setup, we introduced the Ho-
effding bound principle to let IGLM find the suitable
updating time for the model (cf. Figure 2-e and 2-e’),
as explained in the Section 4.2. These two experimen-
tal setups allowed us to evaluate the contribution of
the two proposed adaptation processes.
• In [10, 15, 5], the authors used the accuracy for eval-
uating their classification algorithms on the “search-
snippets” dataset. Here, we have decided to use the
same evaluation metric.
• When the Hoeffding bound was considered, at each
iteration, we stored in a CSV file the accuracy, the
threshold , the value that triggered the update, and
the number of short texts before each update. The
adaptation was tested as a first step without applying
the abstraction and as a second step after applying
data abstraction. This allows us to determine the im-
provement obtained by each of the two processes.
5.3 Results
As explained in the experimental protocol, in the first
experimental setup, the update of the classification model
is done after every 100 misclassified short texts. The goal is
to measure the classification improvement of the adaptation
process compared to the “traditional RF” [4] (based on the
classic bag of words representation) and to the abstraction
process alone (first iteration). Figure 3 shows the results of
these experiments on our 4 datasets D1, D2, D3, and D4.
We can see that after the first iteration of IGLM there is
already a first classification improvement that reaches 40%
in the case of D2 and 100-tree RF. This proves that the
abstraction process of IGLM really reduces data sparseness
and, therefore, improves the quality of classification.
The use of the adaptation process alone also shows an im-
provement in short text classification. Indeed, on the D3
dataset and for 100-tree RF, the adaptation raises the clas-
sification accuracy by 34% compared to traditional RF. Our
best results in this first experimental setup were generally
obtained when combining abstraction and adaptation.3 We
see an improvement for all the datasets: (42% for D1, 48%
for D2 and D3, and 16% for D4, for 100 trees).
(a) Result D1 (b) Result D2
(c) Result D3 (d) Result D4 (e) Legend
Figure 3: a summary of obtained results with the
different protocol steps.
In the previous experimental setup, we have fixed the con-
dition that the model update is triggered after 100 mis-
classified short texts. In order to relax this condition, we
introduce the Hoeffding bound, which determines the suit-
able step (number of misclassified short texts) to trigger an
update. This leads us to the second experimental setup.
Table 1 summarizes the results of these experiments. We
can observe for the 4 datasets and for both RFs of 10 and
100 trees, the accuracy of the traditional RF, the accuracy
of IGML after the first iteration, as well as those concern-
ing the best and the last iterations by using the Hoeffding
bound: the best accuracy obtained along the process and
the final accuracy obtained. Figure 4 shows the evolution
of the accuracy over time. Table 2 and Figure 3 present the
results of the two experimental setups (with the (fixed) num-
ber of misclassified short texts before updating triggered to
100 and the Hoeffding-bound-based triggering). These two
tables show that the introduction of the Hoeffding bound
in IGLM considerably improves the accuracy of our classi-
fication model. This improvement varies from 14% to 51%
for the 10-tree RF and from 31% to 70% for the 100-tree
RF, compared to traditional RF, when we consider the last
iteration results, and it varies from 18% to 59% for the 10-
tree RF and from 34% to 74% for the 100-tree RF, when
we consider the best iteration results. Compared to the up-
date triggered by a fixed number of misclassified texts, the
Hoeffding-based trigger is more accurate by 14%. The ex-
periments also show that the average number of misclassified
texts suitable for updating the model is 11, which is far from
100, used in the first experimental setup. We studied also
3Notice that the results shown for “+ Hoeffding” correspond
to the second experimental setup with “abstraction + adap-
tation + Hoeffding.
Figure 4: Accuracy evolution
Figure 5: Epsilon - Update value evolution
the evolution of parameter  (cf. Formula 5) over time for
our 8 tests. Figure 5 shows that  decreases slowly as long as
new short texts arrive. This small variation is explained by
the fact that the number of short texts needed for updtaing
the model is not large. Figure 5 also shows that, after a
given number of newly arrived short texts, the value of 
verifies the condition for triggering the model update.
6. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a combined method to improve the per-
formance of RFs in classifying short texts interactively. Our
approach tackles both the problems of sparseness and of
adapting the classification model when new messages arrive
during the classification process. The sparseness has been
addressed thanks to a feature abstraction phase. We re-
duce the number of features considered for representing a
short text by replacing each of its words by a representative
word or semantic concept — the most important word in
the topic the considered word belongs to. Unlike in clas-
sical approaches, all the words in the short texts are con-
sidered, even the ones without a representative word. This
particularity avoids the loss of information behind such kind
of word. The second aforementioned problem has been ad-
dressed thanks to an adaptation phase: the Hoeffding bound
condition has been used to decide “the suitable iteration”
Table 1: A summary of the obtained results using classical RF,
and the different results obtained with IGLM.
10 100
T.RF 1st iter max last iter T.RF 1st iter max last iter
D1 0.59 0.61 0.76 0.75 0.57 0.73 0.86 0.84
D2 0.51 0.63 0.76 0.72 0.52 0.73 0.85 0.84
D3 0.47 0.62 0.75 0.71 0.5 0.72 0.87 0.85
D4 0.61 0.68 0.72 0.7 0.66 0.76 0.89 0.87
Table 2: IGLM results be-
fore and after Hoeffding.
Hoeffding 100 short texts
10 100 10 100
0.75 0.84 0.69 0.81
0.72 0.84 0.7 0.77
0.71 0.85 0.69 0.74
0.71 0.87 0.67 0.77
(after how many misclassified short texts and/or new mes-
sages) when the current model ought be updated. The z
worst trees are replaced by other new z trees built based on
the bagging and random feature selection principles.
Experiments with the“search snippets”dataset have shown
the validity of our approach. In particular, we have com-
pared the results obtained with classical RFs with the re-
sults obtained with the following configurations (with 10 and
100 trees in the forest): adaptation alone, abstraction alone,
adaptation and abstraction (IGLM method). The results
show that IGLM with 100 trees outperforms the result by
up to 70% compared to classical RF.
Here, we have used the single-granularity topic space to
represent short-texts. However, as pointed out by Chen and
colleagues [5], by considering a multiple granularity, short
texts may be represented more precisely.
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